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Pedal-Powered Skiing in Arctic Norway

STORY and photography by Brian Mohr and Emily Johnson

➺ After our first day beyond the beautiful arctic city of

TromsØ, our crew of four settled into camp just as the
snow was starting to stick. Winds were gusting to over
20 meters per second (45 mph), so we secured the tents
with extra care, tying off to tree trunks and the largest
rocks we could move. It was a cold, wet, and heavy snow
at sea level — nothing you’d want to be exposed to for
long. Gulls soared among the wind-driven flakes. A couple
of nearby fishing boats knocked about in their slips. We
fetched water from a small stream spilling across our
cobbled beach, and before long, hot drinks were flowing.
It’s a good thing we left TromsØ when we did. By the

“After our first day
beyond the beautiful
Arctic city of Tromsø,
our crew of four settled
into camp just as the
snow was starting
to stick. Winds were
gusting to over 20
meters per second
(45 mph), so we secured
the tents with extra
care, tying off to tree
trunks and the largest
rocks we could move.”
time we had dinner going, the country
road that led us to camp was coated
with several inches of snow and
engulfed in a whiteout. We could
make out birch forests stretching high
above the seashore, but we were left
to imagine the snowy peaks soaring
1,000 meters above the Arctic Ocean.
As long as the storm didn’t develop
into a force 10 gale, we knew the
skiing in the trees would be good
tomorrow. Because it was late April
in arctic Norway, we were expecting,
even hoping for, a good blast of late
winter like this. And with spring well
on its way, starting our trip with a few
good powder days was a dream come
true.
fter a surprisingly restful “night”
of sleep under the arctic twilight,
we secured our skis and day
packs to our bike trailers, and
walked the bikes toward the
road — bound for a stream crossing less
than a kilometer away. It felt good to be
riding with a lightened load, if only for
a few minutes — even with ski boots on
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(left) Summit time close to 3:00 AM atop
a 1,000-meter peak in the heart of the
Lyngen Alps, a region we called home for
half the trip. (left to right: Emily, Brian, and
Tom Hite).
(above) Midnight at Camp 1, on the
ocean west of Tromsø. A late-season blast
of winter treated us to excellent skiing
in the birches and some cozy “nights”
at camp spent sipping hot drinks and
catching up on rest.
(right) After a delicious, spicy Thai
dinner, Emily pedals north toward a
gradually setting sun before embarking on
one of our many midnight ski adventures
of the trip. We didn’t return to our seashore
camp until 6:00 AM.

our feet. A lone set of tire tracks left by
the plow truck guided us.
We stashed our bikes in the trees,
attached climbing skins to our skis, and
sped away. Near-blizzard conditions still
raged along the shore, but the snow in
the birches was surprisingly sheltered
— and deep. Pushing above tree line,
however, was out of the question. From
the top of our runs, tremendous gusts
of wind approached then roared by like
passing freight trains. Between squalls,
we’d catch glimpses of the rugged
coastline and our tents far below.
Staying warm and dry was simply a
matter of pacing ourselves through an
unforgettable day of powder skiing.
A couple of weeks later, after casually
exploring 100 miles of coastline and
sampling countless peaks and ski lines
along the way, we savored dinner during
what was turning out to be our first real
rest day of the trip. But the weather
had other plans for us. The afternoon’s
cloud cover gave way to clearing skies,
and in no time a midnight skiing
adventure was calling. It was 9:30 pm,
the sun was still well above the horizon.
We packed up camp and pedaled
away, bound for the northern tip of
the Lyngen Peninsula, just around the
corner. Such is the beauty of a bicyclepowered ski trip — you can pick up
and roll out anywhere, at anytime, and
without ever shouldering more than the
weight of a day pack.
emperatures were unusually
high for early May, so we were
banking on soft snow up high
despite the late hour. By 11:00
pm, we had rolled an easy 10
miles north, set up camp, and were
climbing away from our latest seashore
hideaway. We reached the ridgeline by
midnight, just as the sun was leveling off
along the horizon, where it would remain

Fresh snow early in the
trip gave way to a sunshinefilled cycle of springtime
weather that enabled us to
enjoy at least a couple of
hours daily on the bikes and
many more hours of climbing
and skiing in the mountains.
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Forrest and Tom crest a short hill in
search of a cozy camp after a morning on
the skis and a pleasant afternoon on the
bikes.
(below, right) Well into a rare 20-day
stretch of sunshine, Emily and Tom don
crampons and ice axes while climbing
some steeper terrain just before corn-oclock, the hour in which the snow softens
into nice, carvable corn-snow consistency.
(below, left) A local family near
Lyngseidet, whose farm is evolving into
a cozy retreat for traveling adventurers,
invited us to stay with them. We helped
them with some chores, swept out the old
barn, and set up camp for the night.

“Such is the beauty
of A bicyclepowered ski trip —
you can pick up and
roll out anywhere,
at anytime, and
without ever
shouldering more
than the weight of
a day pack.”

for a couple of hours before rising again.
We pushed on for a nearby peak.
The snow surface was peach colored,
reflecting the warm glow of the
midnight sun. From a high perch on
the mountain, we watched the sun
slide across the sky as we reflected
on the freedom and natural forces
defining our current lives. Our bikes
and tents sparkled in the light along
the beach far below.
It was nearly 4:00 am when we
skied under the rising sun into one
last run above camp. A pleasant
trickle mixed with the distant roar of
snowmelt filled the air with the great
sound of winter giving way. Lapping
waves and songbirds only added to the
springtime symphony. We kicked off
our skis in the stream beside our camp,
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crawled into our tents, and drifted off
to sleep. We could only imagine where
our bicycles would take us tomorrow.
+ AirScape™ backpanel provides cushioned
comfort and breathability

Vermonters Brian Mohr and Emily Johnson
have spent nearly 1,000 nights together in
a tent. Having shaped their lives and work
around human-powered forays through
remote corners of the northeast US/Canada,
Greenland, Iceland, Central America, and the
southern Andes, they thrive on the tremendous
variety of snow, water, and weather conditions
defining these regions. They strongly believe
that true adventure comes from within. They
share their award-winning photography and
their stories through numerous publications and
with outdoor brands worldwide, through their
own series of slideshows, and through their new
skiing website, AdventureSkier.com. Mohr
and Johnson co-own Ember Photography and
EmberPhoto.com.

+ LidLock™ clip quickly secures helmet
+ Stretch mesh zippered waistbelt pockets
+ Removable, roll-up pouch keeps tools
handy and organized
+ 3L Hydraulics™ Reservoir included in all models
+ Magnetic sternum buckle for quick access
to the reservoir bite valve

RaptoR / RaVEN SERiES
men’s / women’s 6, 10 & 14 liter premium hydration packs

TRAVEL-SET

Waterproof Bicycle Touring Set

5 Ye a r Wa r r a n t y
Made in Germany
www.ortliebusa.com

Bike-Tourer model rear
panniers including antitheft device
Travel-Biker rack-top case
Ultimate5 Plus handlebar
bag, size M
All products are also
available individually
Total Volume 4638 cu.in.
(76 L)
100% Nylon Fabric

(above, top) Later in our trip, record
temperatures made it feel more like summer
in Norway. We had to be extra cautious of
wet-snow avalanches at lower-elevations, but
the warm “nights” made for soft turns in the
mountains under the midnight sun.
(above) Packing up camp was a near-daily
ritual that would that would casually take
us about an hour and set us rolling with the
ability to head for any mountain of our choice,
at any time.
More photos on pp. 24-25
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“We packed up camp
and pedaled away,
bound for the
northern tip of the
Lyngen Peninsula.”
(far left) Peach-colored corn snow,
kept soft by unusually warm nighttime
temperatures later in the trip, lured us to ski
straight through the night, high above the
Norwegian Sea. We slept until 2:00 PM the
following afternoon. (Front: Emily, Back: Tom
Hite).
(left, above) Forrest Twombly gives
Emily’s bike a little TLC. During the trip, our
bike maintenance amazingly amounted to only
replacing a few brake pads and keeping the
cables and chains oiled. No flats. No broken
spokes.
(left, below) Brian unwinds in a local
family’s hot tub after one of the longest days
of the trip — a loop on skis combining two
glacial valleys, several steep descents, and
a bike ride. We ate waffles for two hours the
next morning.

VAYA TRAVEL
NOTO PENINSULA, JAPAN
Cherry blossoms celebrate the return of spring
in glorious, but fleeting, beauty.
Photo by KID
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